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As the second year living with Covid
comes to a close, Australian Vaccination rates now average around 80%.
Were told this high level will help stem
the tide of illness and with recently
reopened borders, people and
businesses can finally expect to
resume normalilty. There are skeptics
and some compelling predictions both
positive and negative but the real
enemy is apathy.
Whatever view you hold, there is
something you can do to improve your
business. Don't stand by waiting for
change or improvement, take action
and have an powerful hand in your
future prosperity. The time to watch
and wait is most definitely over. NOW is
the time to act so make 2022 a better
year than 2021. Better still make 2022
a good year, get moving and get out
there, opportunities are waiting for
those with vison and motivation.

The amusement machine industry has
a stellar history of innovativers,
visionaries and influencers identifying
new markets, trends and opportunities. This applies today, perhaps more
than ever before. I have witnessed
spectacular success many times
throughout my almost 4 decades in
this industry and often during tough
times. It's not good enough to just
hold your financial breath and
survive. You can't do that indefinitely,
now is the time to really get active
and come out of Covid hibernation.
Some long term industry stallwarts
have well managed and structured
businesses that lead by example.
Along with them are a growing
number of new faces to our industry
who also lead the way with innovative
new approaches. New people bring
fresh ideas that compliment those

with long term experience. Together,
sharing knowledge and ideas with
each other, working together toward
common goals creates a formable
recipe for success. Living with Covid
is a hurdle and challenge, it's not a
defeat. Flexibility and adaptablility is
the path back to prosperity. Success
will only occur with your hard work
along with an enthusiastic, positive
attitude. So get moving and create a
prosperous 2022.
Wishing you all a very Mery Christmas and a prosperous new year in
2022. Success in life and business IS
achievable, make it happen for you.

Mark Schneider.
President AMOAQ.

EDITORIAL
December 2021
In this challenging business environment that operators find themselves in
on the doorstop of 2022 there is a lot to
be said for thinking outside the box
when it comes to generating earnings
and new profit streams. An example of
the innovation required and the lateral
thinking can be seen in sunny (hot)
Townsville where the owners of Empire
Arcade and Bar have solved their
machine storage problems by creating
Australia's first Pinball Air B 'n B. Luckily
for the occupants in summer it has a
pool and extensive air conditioning. A
quick web search shows that this new
style location is an idea that has spread
from Budapest to the USA and now on to
North Queensland. Empire run multiple

venues so this new accommodation and
entertainment venture can serve both as
a storage location as well as a bona fide
attraction in it's own right.

by Ed Partridge,
Editor of The Collector
Email: ed@pinball.com.au
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For further information please contact
Leo Censori on
0411 867000 or email:
leo@cashbox.com.au

BRAND NEW CRANE MACHNES
Fantasy Castle 34 priced at $2800 with
SP Coin Mech and Bill Acceptor fitted.
Also available in larger sizes. Perfect for
plush and balls with no claw change.This
machine is 34" wide. Dimensions:90W x
86D x 192H
A further 10% discount for orders of 5
units or more

Prize Castle 31 priced at $2600 with SP
Coin Mech and Bill Acceptor fitted. Also
available in size up to 168cm Wide.
Perfect for plush and balls with no claw
change. This machine is 34" wide. Dimensions:90W x 86D x 192H
A further 10% discount for orders of 5
units or more

SPECIAL OFFERS
RHODE ISLAND NOVELTY
DUCKS
$0.50 each. Gst Inclusive
90 IN THE SERIES MOQ
500 PCS

GO GO PONY LINKED PAIR
FULLY RECONDITIONED,
ELECTRONIC COIN
MECHS.
LOCATION READY PRICE
$2250 EACH
GST INCLUSIVE

ALL PRICES QUOTED INCLUDE GST
REDEMPTION MACHINES

new and used call for our latest listing

AMUSEMENT MACHINES

new and used call for our latest listing

CRANE MACHINES

lowest price on dozens of reconditioned cranes. CALL

KIDDIE RIDES USED

call for our latest listing
Hockey bats $6.50, Pucks $2.70, Whacker Mallets $16

CONSUMABLES

MONITORS

Redemption Tickets with your logo $100 for boxes of 60,000.
Benchmark Printer Rolls $5.95, Wheels, Adjusters and more..
Crane machine claws, coils, gears etc
New and used CRTs most sizes,
Buckhunter 31K New $690. LCD commercial grade monitors
most sizes available

POWER SUPPLIES

All power supplies to suit Cranes, Videos & Daytona

MANY OTHER PARTS

Just call or email your needs

BALLS

Mini AFL Footballs $5.50, Mini Basketballs $4, Mini Soccer $4
Many other larger sizes. CALL

NOVELTIES

Over 800 novelties and toys. Ask for our USB catalogue.

KIDS LASER SHOOTING
GAMES.
COMES COMPLETE WITH
BENCH SEAT.
AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING GAMES:
DINO ADVENTURE
ZOMBY WARS
RAIDERS OF THE LOST
ARK

PERFECT FOR KIDS
PLAYCENTRES AND
PLAYROOMS
PRICE $2550 GST
INCLUSIVE

We arrange freight to anywhere in Australia

Lloyds

AUCTIONEERS

AND

VALUERS

Looking to SELL your Pinball or Arcade Machine?

PINBALLS | ARCADE GAMES | SIMULATORS | VIRTUAL REALITY PODS

QLD | NSW | VIC | TAS | SA | WA | NT

CALL 1800 456 588

www.lloydsauctions.com.au

AS SEEN ON
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STERN PINBALL
ANNOUNCES
HIRING OF NEW
PRESIDENT
CHICAGO, IL, October, 14, 2021
Stern Pinball, Inc. today announced
the hiring of Seth A. Davis, 43, as
President. Gary Stern, the Founder of
Stern Pinball, will continue to serve as
Chairman and CEO of the company.
Dave Peterson will continue to serve
as Vice Chairman and EVP of the
company. As President, Seth will join
the company’s leadership team and be
accountable for the future performance of the company and its extended enterprise. He will report to Gary
Stern.
A life-long gamer, prior to joining
Stern Pinball, Seth spent a combined
twenty-one years at The Walt Disney
Company and the General Electric
Company. He served in a wide variety
of
functions and in intrapreneurial roles,
at increasingly senior levels.
Seth spent thirteen years at Disney
where he gained experience in multiple businesses and was accountable
for driving growth through strategy
and execution. He led and managed
both small
and large teams spanning business,
creative, and technical disciplines.
Immediately prior to joining Stern
Pinball, Seth served on the executive
team responsible for the highly
successful subscription-based streaming services, Disney+ and ESPN+.
Earlier in his
career, Seth served in Disney Corporate Financial Planning leading
business transformation projects; as

Head of Product Management for
Connected Experiences within Disney
Games
and Consumer Products as part of Walt
Disney Imagineering; as leader of
Disney’s Digital Games Console and PC
line of business; and, as Director of
Disney Games’ Strategy, Market Analytics, and Product Planning.

looking forward to working with Gary,
Dave, and the rest of the leadership
team, as well as our distribution,
supply, and licensing partners to
serve the pinball community. We have
a great foundation on which to build
and I’m very excited about the future
of Stern Pinball and pinball in general.”

Before Disney, Seth spent eight years at
the General Electric Company. He
served as Senior Manager, Finance at
GE Capital responsible for Strategic
Analysis and Marketing. He started his
GE career in the Financial Management
Program where he completed four
national rotations through GE business
units and earned his Six Sigma Black
Belt Certification.

“Seth is a great fit for the culture at
Stern Pinball,” said Peterson. “He has
complementary skills and a personality that fits well with the leadership
team and the extended organization
overall. He understands the passion
of our customers and the company’s
priorities. Moreover, he has a record
of success in analogous game
businesses where creativity, technology, and business disciplines intersect.”

“I am very excited to have Seth join our
team at Stern Pinball,” said Gary Stern.
“Seth’s appointment will further help
secure our future. His experience in
gaming, operations, strategy, and
general management will help us
continue our aggressive growth plans.
As a life-long gamer, Seth understands
the passion of pinball fans and our
obligation to serve that growing global
community through great pinball games
and experiences.”
“I’m honored and very excited to join
Stern Pinball,” said Davis. “I’m really

Seth earned his MBA from The
Wharton School at the University of
Pennsylvania where he majored in
Entrepreneurial Management. He
earned a Bachelor of Science degree
from Syracuse University with a
double major in Accounting, and
Information Management and Technology.
Seth, his wife Allison, and their three
children are relocating to the Chicago
area from Los Angeles.
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SUMMER EDITION

WE WANT YOU!
If you are in the amusement machine
industry and you want:
 effective business support
 timely industry representation
 the right advice for your business
Then this is the most important information
you'll read all year.

WHY?
Because being a member of NAMOA means you
WON'T BE GOING IT ALONE IN YOUR BUSINESS.
2%13%MWXLIPIEHMRKEWWSGMEXMSRMRXLI%QYWIQIRX
Machine Industry

SO HERE'S THE BOTTOM LINE
WITH NAMOA MEMBERSHIP
You receive 12 months membership, regular industry
update emails, quarterly Collector newsletter with the
latest industry information, access to business
education and compliance modules, technical support
information, staff development programs, association
events and more

MEMBER
BENEFITS

IN FACT, HERE'S JUST THE
TIP OF THE ICEBERG OF
WHAT YOU GET...
• improve your business skills and grow your business
• helping you to avoid the pitfalls and get the right advice at the
right time
• providing technical information
• provide you with solutions for the day to day challenges in this
industry
• safeguarding your business future with industry
representation
• know that you have taken a step towards having the best
support on your side, for your industry
• knowing that you are doing what the business needs you to do
• learning from your peers and sharing experiences that benefit
everybody

HERE'S HOW TO JOIN
So go ahead and click the link now and you'll be on your way to
enjoying all the benefits we've talked about here and more!
Let's get started right now!
TO JOIN GO TO WWW.NAMOA.COM.AU

You get all of this for only $275 Inc. GST.
Don't go it alone, learn from those who have
been there before you.
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LOCAL NEWS
ANOTHER new destinaton is
opening for TEEG in Australia
The Ryde suburb of Sydney now has a
new Timezone and Zone Bowling
venue, the first purpose-built combination of the two brands since the
Timezone and Zone Bowling Garden
City in Queensland in 2019.
The Timezne and Zone Bowling Top
Ryde City covers 3,000 sq.m of space,
with cutting edge lighting, high-quality fittings and comfortable furnishings,
said the company.
Kane Fong, general manager of
Timezone and Zone Bowling
Australia, said: “The refresh and
repositioning of the brands in 2019
showed us how strong our guests’
appetites are for fresh out-of-home
entertainment options.”
Opened just last month, there are 140
arcade games, 12 lanes of bowling, a
laser tag arena for up to 24 players and
a seven-car spin zone bumper car
arena on offer.
There are also three multi-purpose
party rooms with a 90-person capacity
and a Winner’s Vault prize redemption
counter.

KONAMI
REVEALS NEW
ARCADE
DANCING GAME
DANCE AROUND
by Kite Stenbuck of
siliconera.com on NOVEMBER 10,
2021
Konami has revealed a new dancing
game for arcades titled DANCE
aROUND. It will be part of the company’s long-running Bemani rhythm game
series, which includes Beatmania IIDX,
Gitadora, and Nostalgia.

The company also published a description of the new arcade game on its
Japanese webpage. This game will be a
successor to DanceEvolution, which
went offline in arcades in 2016. DANCE
aROUND will use a pair of cameras to
track the player’s movements and
compare them with preset poses to give
scores. The game will also show special
marks that instruct players to repeat the
previous action or perform a mirrored
stance.
The most significant difference between
DANCE aROUND and DanceEvolution is
that DANCE aROUND will feature
avatars based on anime characters and
animal mascots instead of realistic
models.
The new arcade game will feature two
playing styles. The Normal Style will
have the avatar perform a proper
example of the dance. Meanwhile, the
Performance Style will put the avatar
into a separate box and mimic the
player’s movements. To make sure that
the cameras can track properly, Konami
recommends the players wear clothing
that does not obstruct silhouettes of the
head, elbows, and knees. Players should
also avoid wearing shirts that have
people printed on them.

NEW FROM
IAAPA
Escalera, the company famed for their
electrical stair-climbing dolly, were
showing a prototype electrical pinball
table lifter. It was fitted with their new
multi-directional wheel system which
allows it to be rolled across the floor in
any direction. It can also tip back so you
can make the game vertical, and it
mates with the stair-climber, meaning
you don’t have to remove the game
from the lifter before taking it up stairs.
The lifter is currently in prototype while
the company gets feedback on the
features and the likely demand.

DANCE aROUND will be available in
arcades. Konami will hold a location test
for the game at Round1 Stadium Sennichimae in Osaka from November 13 to
November 14, 2021.
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ARCADE 1UP’S
TERMINATOR 2
ARCADE
MACHINE GOING
UP FOR
PREORDER IN
NOVEMBER
By Keith Mitchell on October 26,
2021
theouterhaven.net
Arcade 1UP has been on a roll as of late
by announcing and releasing some
pretty damned fun arcade machines.
Now, they’ve revealed yet another
arcade favorite or at least one of my
favorites; Terminator 2: Arcade Machine
or its official name, Terminator 2:

Judgment Day (just like the movie). The
Terminator 2 arcade machine will be
available for pre-order on November 1st,
2021, on the Arcade 1UP website and
various retailers. I haven’t seen a price
announced yet, but if we’re going off the
recent releases from the company,
assume this will be at least $699. If not
more. Now, it’s not the first time we’ve
seen this cabinet, as it was leaked and
then officially shown by Arcade 1UP
back during 2020. Midway initially
developed it (remember that company?)
to coincide with the release of the
Terminator 2 movie back in 1991. Thirty
years later, Arcade 1Up is bringing the
arcade classic to our homes. This game
was always crowded when it was first
released, to the point where my local
arcade ended up picking up a few more
– I’m sure it was worth the investment
for them. This replica of the original
arcade machine is faithful, right down to
the left and right light guns, and the

marquee. Sure, it’s a bit smaller, but
the experience will still be there. The
only disappointment I have with this
cabinet is that the display is way too
small for this sort of game. It needs
to be bigger. Sadly, Arcade 1UP’s
cabinets are all the same size so that
we won’t get a larger or a widescreen display. Still, one can dream,
right? Advertisement This arcade
game won’t just include the game,
but will also feature some
behind-the-scenes footage on how
the Terminator 2 game was created.
If you’ve ever watched films or
videos like this stuff on YouTube, as I
have, this is going to be exciting.
Each gun includes gun vibrations
and sound effects (just like the
arcade machine), and the cabinet
will be keeping score on who’s doing
the best via an online leaderboard
thanks to the wifi connection.
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SEGA LOOKING FOR NEW
BUSINESS
PRESS RELEASE
Entertainment and amusements giant
Sega recently enjoyed two successful
openings at Airport Bowl and
SuperBowl In Barnsley, UK, but is on
the look out for even more business
opportunities with EAG on the
horizon.
With restrictions brought on by the
Covid-19 pandemic now mostly lifted,
some companies have taken the
chance to open up at new sites and
expand buslness.
"Our operations business continues to
grow, we recently had two very
successful openings," said Lester
Trevasso, sales and marketing
executive at Sega. "Airport Bowl was a
new acquisition and SuperBowl UK
was a brand-new opening. Both
locations saw an investment
of over 50 of our top performing video,
redemption and prize games. Both
sites have been performing extremely
well, beating the expectations of our
clients and even ourselves.
"Like many operators, we have had a
great summer season that gave us the
confidence to open new locations. As

business optimism rises, we are
planning more site openings in 2022
and beyond. And as our operations
business continues to grow, we are
looking for talented individuals to join
our team. We currently have
positions avalailable for multi-site
engineers and cash collectors to
enhance our service.
"We are also always on the look out for
new business opportunities. whether,
it's an arcade,
FEC, bowling centre or another
entertainment venue. As a
forward-thinking partner, we aim
to innovate and drive your business
forward. Our exclusive Sega Games
Zone and Sega Prize Zone concepts are
specially designed to attract visitors,
keep them entertained and create long
lasting happy memories”.
Sega don’t do things by half measures
and the same can be said for its
showing at the upcoming EAG show in
London, where it will exhibit a plethora
of its games and revel in a chance to
meet and greet colleagues ad potential
customers, in-person.
Mission Impossible Arcade, Men in
Black, VR agent, Monopoly Roll n Go,
Powerl Roll, Coco bowl and Drop it Drop
it will be on show at the company’s
booth, as will racing titles Jet Blaster,
ATV slam and Standard Power Points of
the exciting new Men in Black game,
Trevasso said: “We are proud to present
Men in Black at EAG, our explosive new
skill-based video redemption game.
Based on the iconic Sony Pictures
franchise, Sega Amusements
introduces this Hollywood blockbuster
licence to amusement locations for the
very first time as a coin-operated
arcade game.

”Men in Black is presented in a
stunning, new, retro-futuristic
cabinet that takes design cues from
the films’ iconic MIB headquarters.
And the gameplay is an instant hit,
as players take on the roles of Agent
N and agent V to protect our world
from evil aliens to win tickets.
Players are immersed in thrilling
action right from the start as
powerful special weapons picked
during the mission help them stay
alive and defeat the final boss.”
Launched at the last EAG show the
Mission impossible Arcade game is
likely to garner almost as much
attention as the MIB title. The
four-player attraction has been
received well; so much so Sega is
set to launch a new “Deluxe” edition
of the cabinet, making it a
two-player experience with some
upgrades.
Sega has made its booth a must-see
at the EAG show, by simply bringing
along its eye-catching and instantly
recognisable products. “Ultimately
our new products seek to create the
buzz that players talk about far after
their visit to the arcade,” Trevasso
added.
“Operators will be able to
experience innovative products that
will entertain their guests, at EAG.
In addition to high performing
games, visitors will also get to meet
our customer services team, Sega
Total Solutions. As well as our prize
and merchandise team, Sega Prize
International. We are excited to
meet our national and international
customers and friends at EAG, the
first major amusements event in UK
un a while.”
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TICKETGAMES

COSMIC XL

with Ticket RINGS
and Pusherbox

FLINTSTONES

QUARRY QUEST / 2 Player

ELAUT GROUP

Top Quality Entertaining The World

WWW.ELAUT-GROUP.COM
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HAS CASH HAD
ITS DAY?
By INTERGAMEonline.com on
DECEMBER, 2021
With a begrudged hat tip to the
COVID-19 pandemic, the amusements
and attractions industry has accelerated toward a more cashless world - like
many facets of life, as we hurtle to the
end of 2021.
But has cash had its day? InterGame
spoke to a number of industry experts
on the matter to get their two cents.
John Vallis, vice president of international business development at
IdealOne, believes there is still place
for hard cash in society, but recognises
contactless payments are now more
commonplace than ever.
“The use of cash has been vastly
overtaken by the use of credit and
debit cards, apps and other forms of
electronic and contactless payment
methods.”

years ago. From a business perspective
and more permanent to our industry,
cash costs money to collect, count,
process and bank, and that’s in additon
to the obvious risk of shrinkage.”
With more of a focus on how cashless
technology is being embraced worldwide, Intercard CUO Scott Sharrod
believes the role of physical cash is
dictated by its users.
“The move to cashless economies is an
evolution unfolding at different rates in
different countries and depends on
many factors,” he said. “The demand
for contactless payment due to the
pandemic has increased the rate of
adoption by the amusements industry,
but as long as FEC customers want to
use cash I believe operators will
continue to accept cash and our
systems will support that.”
“Our systems are cashless once the
customer buys a debit card, but they
can still pay for the card with cash,
credit card, QR code or mobile
payment.”

“There seems to be a lot less people
carrying cash with them now, couple
this with the reduction of ATM’s in the
high street, and ATM operators
charging higher fees to withdraw
cash.”
“There are, of course, people who don’t
have bank accounts, who rely on using
cash as a way of budgeting or other
reasons, and for foreign visitors to the
UK, or any other countries for that
matter, it may be slightly different. I
must admit that I took some cash with
me to the IAAPA Expo in Barcelona
recently just to ‘make sure I had some
if needed,’ but I think even this
approach is changing and will continue to do so over time.”
“From the public’s perspective, cash
can be somewhat of an inconvenience,
from withdrawing it, to having the
correct change to use for certain
things, like car parking meters or
vending machines, and then there’s
having the change which is more of an
inconvenience now than it was a few

One thing to consider with the amusements industry is the quite visual
thought of inserting a coin into a
machine to play a game, operate a crane
or use a kiddie-ride.
While this is certainly something that
can change over time, and we’re already
seeing this progression in a meaningful
way, Vallis believes cashless payments
will never truly take over, a point brought
up by Sharrod.
“There will always be a place for cash in
society, I don’t see cashless payments
completely taking over from cash in the
foreseeable future,” he said. “Particularly
with our industry, playing amusement
games is associated with putting
a coin in the slot, it’s been that way for

such a long time but that association
between games and cash is starting to
change, particularly as more and more
venues are switching over to debit card
systems, it is becoming slightly more
commonplace. “Some products, of
course, like pushers rely on coins in
order to play them, however there are
a lot more “closed-loop” products
coming to the market, enabling the
customer to still use coins as part of
the game but without them actually
having to insert them.”
The somewhat romantic image of
inserting coins into a slot to enable a
game or machine is one thing, but the
most crucial aspect in this business is
just how often hard cash is actually
being used and how big a slice of the
pie it has.
Sebastian Mochkovsky, CEO at Sacoa,
believes “there will always be a place”
for hard cash in the industry. “On
average, 30 per cent of transactions
in the entertainment industry today
are still done with cash,” he said.
“Having said that, it’s been shown that
the level of control and security that a
cashless system brings to an operation
is immediately reflected in increased
revenue. The transactions
become more secure, faster and end
with a greater user experience.
“Our advice to FEC operators is the
best option they can make for their
business is to install a cashless system
because it will allow for them to have a
better control over their operation.”
Embed CEO Renee Welsh highlights
there is a lingering trepidation that is
holding some companies back, but
said it is just a matter of time before
operators forcefully move with the
times.

continued over on page 19...
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“We are now in a mobilefirst era,” she
said. “Prior to the pandemic, consumers
were accustomed to contactless and a
cashless way of transacting and interacting with brands, specifically with
their mobile phones. We see this with
our clients in the FEC sector who
adopted our mobile wallet technology
and have seen a rise in their revenue
and profitability. If we look at consumer
behavior, cash will soon be out of the
picture.
“Now more than ever, especially with
COVID-19, the industry has seen a
faster transition to the low-touch
economy. I would say that while this is
happening, there are still some regions
that have yet to embrace this change.”
“There is a fear of advancement that
debilitates businesses from making the
right decision to transition from cash
and coins to cashless and contactless.
This is an understandable response to
technology advancements, but at the
end of the day, embracing trends and
changes is what future-proofs
businesses. Operators have to grow
with their consumers. Since their
guests are now on their phones, that’s
where they should be too.”
The aforementioned and still relevant
COVID-19 pnademic catapulted cashless technology to the forefront of the
industry’s collective mind, with an
increased focus on avoiding contact at
all costs, and this has allowed for some
breakthroughs.

Players in the amusements industry
were already thinking about contactless payments, though, and those
early adapters will have absorbed the
benefits. “Pre-pandemic, a lot
of people in our industry were
thinking about cashless and how it
could change the way they operate
and run their business and there
were quite a few early adopters of
cashless systems,” Vallis, of IdealOne, said.

increase pretty quickly, with the
average game floors seeing revenue
increases of around 15-20 per cent.”

“COVID-19 has without a doubt
accelerated this process by a great
number of years for a lot of people
and has certainly meant that people
have been looking into and installing
cashless systems sooner than they
may have originally anticipated.
“Those that have installed debit card
systems have already seen the
benefits from an operational
perspective, and the guests have
certainly adapted well to having new
and different ways of spending
money in venues. The ability to have
a single wallet across an entire
business, whether that be for arcade
games and attractions to ordering
and paying for food and drink, not
only provides a lot of convenience for
the guests, but it enables venues to
increase revenue by reducing almost
every buying decision that a guest
has to make.
“Making it faster and more convenient for your guests to spend their
money ensures the revenues

Nayax’s Lisa appleson, with an insight
to the Asian market and further,
explained the use of QR codes has
risen in recent times, with global
pandemic restrictions in mind, which
has normalised the technology’s use.
“The pandemic has accelerated
payments via QR codes in certain
markets,” she said. While this is very
accepted in Asian countries, the use
of QR codes in the US and some EU
countries was slow to be taken up by
consumers. However, due to
COVID-19, that has changed. People
are now getting used to scanning and
more likely to use QR codes for
payments and other purposes, such as
receipts, product info in-store, ID,
loyalty programs et cetera.”
Sharrod, of Intercard, also explained
that pandemic restrictions have
caused a growth in more general
contactless transactions. “The
pandemic has spurred quicker adopti
on of cashless for several reasons,” he
said. “The first was consumer demand
for contactless systems that reduced
the risk of exposure to the virus. With
the arrival of vaccines and the return
of customers to FECs, the bigger
continued over on page 21...
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continued over from page 19...

than most when it comes to forecasting trends. Vallus, IdealOne, believes
the wrting’s on the wall and the
growing hunger for contactless
solutions will be the driving factor
behind the fall of hard cash. “Cashless
is coming to the industry in a big way
and we know we need to do something
in the future” has been probably the
most common feedback I have had
when talking to operators,” he said.
“Certainly the tecnology is evolving all
of the time and we are starting to see
some app-based solutions come into
the market, with varying degrees of
success and consumer uptake.”

driver now is a shortage of workers
and an increase in the wages to
retain them. Cashless and ecommerce systems help the proprietor
reduce labour costs by accomplishing more with fewer employees
everywhere from the arcade to the
front desk to booking parties to food
and beverage service.”
A belief is mused that the near-monopolistic takeover of cashless
payments is a generational issue and
it’s wholly a matter of time before
hard cash becomes more superfluous than the staple of society it was.

banked, consumers will continue to
embrace the ease of paying via cashless
methods,” she said. “that includes
tap-and-go cards, mobile wallets and
alternative ID methods, including QR
codes, due to cash shortage, ease of
use, additional benefits due to cashless
methods delivered by the card brands
or digital apps. There are generations millneial, X, Y, alpha, and so on - who
are completely comfortable with
cashless payments.”
It’s hard to predict what will be around
the corner for cashless payments, but
industry experts have a better compass

”there is an increasing appetite in the
market for easy-to-use, touch-less
solutions and debit card systems are
really leading the way in this field.
Since the end of the lockdowns, there
has been a pent-up demand from
consumers to go out, spend money
and have fun, and with venues all
fighting for their share of that
demand, we have seen a lot more
importance placed on being able to
provide loyalty programs not only to
attract people, but also as a way to
keep them coming back to their venue
time and time again. “Installing credit
and debit card readers onto change
machines has also been very prevalent
over the last 18-months and address
the fact that less people are using
banknotes, so the ability to tap your
card and get ten pounds in coins, for

Ashish KS, partner at Semnox, is of
this belief and cites the pandemic
when explaining the
acceleration of the technology’s
stronghold on the industry.
“There is a transition that is still
ongoing. There is a generation that is
still not confident about the complete shift. With the recent pandemic, the need to be completely cashless is gaining traction and it is just a
matter of time before this complete
shift.”
Appleson, Nayax also hinted that
younger generations’ adaption of
new technology will further force
contactless payments forward.
“Apart from ideology, and perhaps a
certain demographic who aren’t
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example, has been very popular
within the arcade, FEC and AGC
sectors and, of course, those operating with a debit card system can also
install readers onto their change
machines to allow customers to tap
their game card to get change to use
for games such as pushers.”

a fixture than they already are. “Contactless EMV transactions will continue to rise,” she said. “To avoid liability
for fraud, businesses will continue the
installation of EMV certified devices,
enabling both EMV contactless and
EMV contact transactions, whether by
card or phone.”

Welsh, Embed, however, believes a
more personal touch may be applied
in the future of contactless payments
for users of the technology.

While KS, Semnox, offered a prediction
that goes beyond even debit and credit
cards”
“Cashless technology has been slow
until a few years back and suddenly
has seen some major changes. The
global cashless payment volumes are
set to increase by more than 80 per
cent from 2025. Specific to our industry, we now have solutions to pay
directly from our mobile phone using
your Apple or Google wallets. You can
aldo do remote payments that can be
done from apps like WeChat. While
these technologies will be much more
heavily used in the near future, we still
have to understand the entertainment
industry has its smaller patrons who
would not be expected to run around

“With so many developments in the
cashless sphere, we can only expect it
to go more personalised and automated in the years to come,” she said.
“The next step is for businesses
completely transitioning to cashless
technology. Therefore, the systems
should all the more be secure,
reliable, and accessible to accomodate the volume of users it will soon
serve.”
With a focus on the business side of
things Nayax’s appleson believes EMV
certified devices will become more of

with mobile phones. So game cards
would still continue in some shape or
form, while we would see the cash
and eventually credit and debit cards
usage also going down.”
The general consensus is that while
hard cash will likely remain a fixture
in life and leisure, in one way or
another, there has been a significant
move toward a world in which cashless technology is king, which likely
makes moving money more secure,
transparent and safer that ever
before.

continued over on page 9...
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Quiz from
funtrivia.com

1. What was the first anti-tilt device on a pinball
machine?
a) buzzer

b) lost game

c) bell

d) sharp nails

2. What was the French game which evolved into
pinball?
a) cribbage

b) uno

c) montpelier

d) bagatelle

3. What was the first pinball machine to use
flippers?
a) Black Knight
d) Dragonette

b) Flipper Cowboy

c) Humpty Dumpty

4. What was the first talking pinball?
a) Stellar Wars b) Space Invaders
d) Gilligan’s Island

c) Gorgar

5. What was the first pinball machine to use
‘matching’?
a) Capt. Fantastic
and Roses

b) Suspense

c) Royal Flush

d) Guns

6. In 1969, what percent of Gottleib sales were
overseas?
a) 0 b) 92

c) 70

d) 50

7. What pinball machine was the first to use drop
targets?
a) Gorgar

b) Vagabond

c) Hayburners

d) Duette

8. What was the first pinball machine to have a two
player option?
a) Car Hop
Knight

b) Humpty Dumpty

c) Duette

d) Black

9. Who did not want their picture on the backglass
of the Apollo 13 pinball machine?
a) Bill Paxton
Hanks

b) Gary Sinise

c) Kevin Bacon

d) Tom

See page 31 for
answers!

10. What was the first pinball machine with a coin
slot?
a) Whiffle

b) Hayburners

c) Contact

d) Dragonet
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GET YOUR A

CTOR
THE COLLE

PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS!
Site/location Agreement
Books.

ADVERTISING RATES

(50 duplicate Agreements in a pad)
COST: $22.00
(Includes GST and Postage)

ANNUAL PRICES

New Members receive a
COMPLIMENTARY Book. To
save wastage, it has to be
requested).

HALF PAGE $440

Delivery Dockets

Delivery Dockets are used for
Record of Ownership. Title and
Commercials Terms.
Book is A5 - 50 pages in duplicate
Introductory Delivery Docket Book
$13.20 (includes GST, Postage and
Handling)
To order - please e-mail
admin@namoa.com.au
(Prices may change without notice)

FULL PAGE $880

REDEMPTION STICKERS
A lot of discussion has been had
regarding the quality/price of prizes
that are on offer in Prize Redemption
games and the feedback from
customers is that young children are
‘seduced’ into playing some
redemption games that have major
prizes of Playstation’s, mobile
phones. IPods etc.

QUARTER PAGE $220
(The above Prices include the GST).
Rates may change without notice.
To order - please e-mail:
daniel_flood@outlook.com
ed@pinball.com.au

NAMOA has re-designed new
stickers which are reversed printed
and attached to the inside glass of
Prize Redemption games, according
to the value of the prize.
G Maximum Prize Value $20.00
PG Maximum Prize Value $50.00
M Maximum Prize Value $100.00
MA Maximum Prize Value $200.00
New members are entitled to 20
free stickers, but you must apply for
them. Please advise the combination
you require. Additional stickers can
be purchased by members at $1.10
each, which includes
GST, postage and handling.
To order your Stickers please
contact Juanita Keegan.
admin@namoa.com.au

VIDEO GAME MACHINE
LABELS
Labels are not available from
NAMOA. Go to the
Government Web Site
Machine Labels can be downloaded
from www.oflc.gov.au
(Classification Markings)
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CASHBOX AMUSEMENTS
Members - is your business included
in these listings? If not - you are
missing out on other members
knowing what your business offers!

Importers of:

Your listing is also placed on the
NAMOA web site as well as here in
the printed Collector. Cost to you is
$80 plus GST for 1 year on the web,
including 4 Collector listings. PRO
RATA for the remaining issues this
year. Advertising rates may change
without notice.

- Quality Crane/Skill Testers
- Prize Redemption Machines
- Spare Parts
- Licenced Plush Toys
- New Containers Always Arriving
- Representing Manufacturers from
- China, Korea, Taiwan and USA
- Global Importers.

Email Juanita:
admin@namoa.com.au
with your paragraph and your
advertisement will be in the next
Issue and go straight onto the web
site. (in Microsoft Word, please)

Give us a call for your needs.

ONLY $80 (+ GST) for 4 Collector
Issues + listing on NAMOA web site
as a PREFERRED SUPPLIER

AMUSINC

Todd McDougall 0400 993 393
www.amusinc.com.au
E: coin_net@hotmail.com
A: 6 West Circuit Sunsine West
Victoria

CASHFLOW ENTERTAINMENT P/L
A.M.D. SYDNEY

Amusement Machine Distributors.
Australian Distributors for Stern
Pinball, Incredible Technologies, LAI
Games, ICE, Sam Billiards,
Benchmark, UNIS & Betsons.
Full range: new and used machines,
service and spare parts available.
Ph: 02 9700 9600.
Fax: 02 9669 1266.
www.amdcoinop.com
E: bcolbourne@amdcoinop.com

Designed to meet global market
expectations with CNC manufacturing.
Australian designed and
manufactured PCB’s and Software.
Cutting edge 3G SMS communication
systems. Producing a range of
Cranes, Redemption, Ticket and
Sports games. Balancing High
quality with Low prices.

Regular importers and suppliers of:
Ticket Redemption machines, Crane
Machines, Video Games, Hockey
Tables, Tickets and Tokens, LCD &
CRT Monitors, Redemption
Merchandise (over 800 items) and
too many parts to mention.
Ph Leo Censori: 04118678000
E: leo@cashbox.com.au

COIN OP SOLUTIONS
Exclusive distributor for Wu Mar
Harng/Paokai Electronic. Australian
Designed Cranes – A crane for every
Location. Toy Soldier, Maxi Claw,
Win Every time, Cool Age Chocolate
and Movie Stars. Glass All-round,
LCD Screens, security bars, bill
acceptors and many more options.
2 Year warranty on boards and
motors. Now available – plush mixes
20cm, 25cm, 30cm and 40cm
Michael Jarjoura
Ph: 03 9555 1409
www.coinopsolutions.com
E: mj@coinopsolutions.com

Ph: 0432 323 333
E: admin@cashflowgames.com.au
www.cashflowgames.com.au

HUNTER LEISURE
Hunter Leisure supply toys suitable
for crane & redemption machines.
Ph: 03 9287 9888
Contact: Sonia Rhind
E: soniar@hunterleisure.com.au
or cathyd@hunterleisure.com.au
www.hunterleisure.com.au
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PINBALL HAUS
Pinball Haus is one of Australia’s
premier pinball vendors.

IOOF INSURANCE BROKERS
Insurance Brokers Approved by
NAMOA
Proud Supporter for more than 10
years.
Same people with a change of
name from Shadforth
Fully underwritten by Australian
insurers. With the ability to seek
hard to place liability covers into
London and Asia if required.
Please contact either
Ian on 03 9605 9717
or 0433 664 989
ian.banning@ioof.com.au
Or Darren on 07 3031 1620
or 0418 751 986
darren.reilly@ioof.com.au

MICRO SYSTEM CONTROLS P/LTD
Designers and Suppliers of:
Australian Design Award winning
Microcoin QL, Microcoin SP,
GBA Note Acceptors
For sales and service enquiries,
please contact Robert Bird.
Ph:03 9646 6446
Fax: 03 9646 6447
E: sales@microcoin.com
W: www.microcoin.com

PENNY JUNCTION AUST. P/L
We are Australia’s largest bulk
vending wholesaler of all gumball
products, capsuled toys (25mm to
93mm), rubber bouncing balls
(27mm to 50mm) and mixed bulk
toys for stackers and similar
machines.
We are able to service everywhere in
Australia and our pricing will not be
beaten.
Tim Kerr 0418817554
UNIT 37
25-37 HUNTINGDALE ROAD
BURWOOD VICTORIA 3125
E: pennyjunction@bigpond.com
www.pennyjunction.com.au

ALL PINBALL
Specialists in Brisbane Australia for
Service & Repairs to Pinball &
Arcade Games. Experts for in Home
or Workshop Repairs & Service to
Electro Mechanical & Electronic
(Solid State) Pinball Machines +
Arcade Video Games. We Provide
Free Technical Advice, Just email or
Phone us (see details below).
Ph: Mark Schneider (07) 3901 5430
Ph: Ed Partridge 0422 050 190
E: ask@pinball.com.au
www.pinball.com.au

We offer an extensive range of
Pinball Parts, Leds, Balls, Silicone
Bands, Mods and Custom artwork.
We buy/sell machines, restore
machines and you can play more
than 20 top condition machines at
our location.
Coffee and non alcoholic drinks on
offer.
We ship our products world wide at
very competitive rates.
Babak Hadi 0403 464 636
https://pinballhaus.com/
E: pinballhaus@hotmail.com

REFLEX GAMES
Distributor of new & used arcade
games, including Win N Grin games,
together with other associated
products, including prize games,
ticket redemption games, plush
toys, NRL footballs, novelty toy prize
mixes & parts.
Register your surplus games on our
sales consignment list & we will
endeavour to sell them on your
behalf.
I have been distributing arcade
games since 1977, so there’s a little
bit of experience to draw upon, if
you ever need any advice.
If you require quality arcade games
at a competitive price, from a
distributor that doesn’t operate
arcade games in competition with
you, then we’re definitely worth a
call.
Contact; Steve Patan
Ph: 0414 660 069
E:reflex.games@outlook.com
www.reflexgames.com.au
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THOMPSON BILLIARDS
Manufacturers of Coin Tables and
Home Tables, as well as accessories.
35 years manufacturing experience
in the industry.
Shipping nationally from the Gold
Coast, Qld.
Phone: 07 5537 6922
Fax: 07 5529 1022
E: admin@thompsonbilliardtables.com.au

ZAX AMUSEMENTS
is Australia's largest supplier of coin
operated amusement equipment,
with exclusive rights to the world's
best brands and recommending only
the most successful and suitable
games, with the best ROI for the
operator.
We consult on every area of FEC
operation, offer the class leading
Intercard Debit Card system, and
supply spare parts, service, tickets,
tokens and everything to offer a
turnkey solution, and support
making your operation a success.
Located Port Melbourne
Victoria 3207
P: 03 9676 9190
Zak Athanasiadis
E: sales@zax.com.au
www.zax.com.au
DISCLAIMER
1. All expressions of opinion are
published on the basis that they are
not to be regarded as expressing the
official opinion of the publisher

unless expressly stated.
2. The publisher accepts no responsibility whatsoever for the accuracy
of any of the opinions or information or advertisements contained in
this publication and readers should
rely on their own enquiries in
making decisions concerning their
own interests. In particular, no
responsibility is accepted for the
quality of goods or services
supplied by advertisers or for the
accuracy of materials submitted for
reproduction. To the extent permitted by law, the publishers, their
employees, agents and contractors
exclude all liability (including
liability and negligence) to any
person for any loss, damage, cost or
expense incurred or arising as a
result of material appearing in this
publication.

NAMOA STATE
REPRESENTATIVES
NEW SOUTH WALES
Ron Mroz – 0425 709 032
E: ron.mroz@teeg.com

ACT
Nick Vasiliou – 0413 930 750
E: nick@happydays.net.au
WA
Joanne Cox
EMAIL - Jo@planetamusements.com.au
Phone 0452 418 164
COLLECTOR EDITOR
Ed Partridge - 0422 050 190
E: ed@pinball.com.au
CO-EDITOR
Daniel Flood - 0403342848
E: daniel_flood@outlook.com
ADMIN & FINANCE
Juanita Keegan - 0407 795 283
E: admin@namoa.com.au

PINBALL QUIZ ANSWERS

QUEENSLAND
Mark Schneider
(AMOA QLD President)
Mobile 0438 113 632
E: ms@pimball.com.au

1. Sharp Nails
2. Bagatelle
3. Humpty Dumpty
4. Gorgar
5. Royal Flush
6. 50%
7. Vagabond
8. Duette
9. Tom Hanks
10. Whiffle

Tony Argery (NAMOA President)
Mobile: 0418 988 988:
E: tony@funhouse.com.au

NUMBER CORRECT

VICTORIA
Zak Athanasiadis – 03 9676 9190
E: zak@zax.com.au
Steve Kimmins – 0409 345 684
E: stevekimmins@bigpond.com

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Robert Westwood – 0403 053 611
E: robertwestwood@hotmail.com
TASMANIA
John van Aspern - 0400 430 743
E: jmasperen@bigpond.com

1-3 TILT
4-6 NICE SCORE
7+ ENTER INITIALS
10 GRAND CHAMPION (You're a
Pinball Expert!)
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